Improving OEE by
20% within the
calendar year
Case Study: McBride

Blackbird's ease of accessibility made it possible to
get the data right away, without interference with
our current IT infrastructure"
Lars Tegner Bjerre, Plant Manager at McBride
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CHALLENGES AND DECISION

ABOUT MCBRIDE

MAKING
Before implementing Blackbird, McBride was

McBride is a mid-sized, high-tech

having difficulty gaining an overview of the

manufacturer and worldwide supplier of

performance of their production lines on a

Private Label and Contract Manufactured

day- to-day level. Additionally, operators

products for the domestic Household and

typed in stop codes through an SAP solution.

professional cleaning and hygiene markets. It

McBride needed a user-friendly and fast

has been important for McBride to optimize

system to pinpoint stop causes and problem

production and gain a transparent overview of

areas without increasing complexity and

its production lines, ensuring increased OEE

workload.

and continuous improvements.

Before we had an SAP solution where Operators needed to type in stop codes manually.
With Blackbird, they're pushing buttons on the dashboards, visualizing the stop-causes
immediately."
Lars Tegner Bjerre - Plant Manager at McBride

info@blackbird.online

www.blackbird.online

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
McBride installed Blackbird across all lines in

McBride’s operators were able to get quick

their factory in Denmark. After a short 3.5

overviews of which lines were on target and

hours every line was up and running.

which ones were not, allowing them to

As Blackbird does not interfere with existing

pinpoint each line's problem areas.

IT systems but operates in parallel, McBride

Additionally, production managers created a

was able to collect and review their data

daily management screen to visualize data

instantly.

and create daily reports on the ten most

APPLICATION AREAS
By simply installing the Blackbird system,
McBride was able to minimize the stopreporting process by enabling stop-cause
dashboards, allowing Operators to push
configured stop-code buttons instead of
manually typing in stop codes in their SAP
system.

common codes to address.
Powered with data, both the managers and
operators were able to understand their
capabilities and gain full transparency over
their production lines.
This simple yet effective visualization of data
further propelled their journey towards a
smarter, digitalized factory.

PERFORMANCE IMPACTS

In essence, what's Blackbird?

McBride is still in the early phases of using

Blackbird is an end-to-end solution that

Blackbird, but By fully embracing the

consists of the Factbird data collection

Blackbird system, the production team at

hardware and the Blackbird Cloud Application.

McBride now has the data they need to make

You can collect data from anywhere in your

continuous improvements. Having already
experienced a 4% boost in their OEE,
McBride is expecting to improve OEE by an

factory and use the built-in analytics to make
your production more efficient and profitable.

additional 20% within the next calendar year.

Blackbird's ease of accessibility made it
possible to get the data right away, without
interference with our current IT
infrastructure.”
Lars Tegner Bjerre - Plant Manager at McBride

info@blackbird.online

www.blackbird.online
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BLACKBIRD BENEFITS
Real-time Machine Monitoring

Reliable Uptime

With Blackbird set up to monitor production

Extensive connectivity through Wifi and

lines, you get immediate data and actionable

4G/LTE with a fallback to 3G/2G guarantees

insights that you can use to increase OEE,

uptime with a constant stream of data. Auto

monitor downtime causes, or track batches.

failover ensures a fallback in case of

Assess performance on the fly with a user-

connectivity loss - additionally, there is

friendly interface available on desktop and

automatic buffering in case of data

mobile.

connection failure.

Advanced Security
Data is safely transferred and stored in the
Blackbird Cloud Application, hosted in AWS.
The data center is SSAE 16, SOC2, ISO
27001, and BS25999 certified.
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OEE improvement in the 1st year of using Blackbird per vertical

+25%

+21%

Food and
Beverage

Industrial
Equipment &
Automotives

+23%
Construction
& Building

+26% +33%
Pharmaceutical

+26% +38%
Contractor
manufacturing

Plastic,
paper,
packaging

Chemical

+22%
Other

TRY OUT BLACKBIRD

FREE

FOR 45 DAYS
Experience all our features for free - live performance
monitoring, dashboards, stop cause analysis, and more.
No payment or signature required.
Just set up a sensor and start using our application on any
device.
START YOUR FREE TRIAL

